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Chapter 1 : Bio of David Cochrane, Astrologer, Programmer & Teacher
AstroLocality Magic is a breakthrough: cutting edge research findings are presented in an entertaining and simple
manner, and the reader is shown a whole new side of astrology which until now has been unavailable in the astrological
literature.

There are several ways to determine how we function in different places. One of the most popular is to use the
relocated chart. The relocated chart is constructed by making believe you were born in the place you are
interested in. If you were born in New York City and you live in Los Angeles, you construct a chart for a baby
who was born at the same instant in time that you were born but this baby is born in Los Angeles in stead of
New York City. The clock time in Los Angeles is 3 hours earlier but it is the same instant in time. If the
relocated chart in Los Angeles has Venus on the 7th house cusp, you are likely to find love and romance in
that place! You may want to know where else the relocated Venus is on the 7th house cusp. The places where
Venus is on the 7th house cusp move gradually from Los Angeles and can be placed on a map. This is what an
AstroMap is. How about places where Jupiter trines the MC to help your career? Although Jim Lewis used
only conjunctions to the house cusps, other astrologers started mapping other aspects. Using only
conjunctions, few places are significant. If you use minor aspects and midpoints, there are influences in all
places. How I stumbled into the Friendship and Family Map: It is a marriage chart and a dharmic path in life
chart. From my experience with the 9th harmonic, I believed the 9th harmonic would be appropriate for the
Friendship and Family Map. Marriage in India is often viewed as being about creating family, not about
falling in love in the fashion that became emphasized in the later Middle Ages. What does that mean? This led
to the pilot study that confirmed the theory as well as the anecdotal evidence from using the system. In India
the 9th harmonic is extremely important. The 9th harmonic is the "alienation buster" like the "ghost buster"; it
gets rid of alienation in your life! This marriage of East and West may be one that both the East and the West
do not like because we tend to rely on what we have learned in astrology and sometimes we can be a bit
skeptical that someone else knows as much or God forbid, more than we do. However, I believe that this
marriage of East and West is a breakthrough for astrology. People who have lived in a place for more than 5
years or so and are very comfortable there have Moon or Venus in 9th harmonic aspect to an angle within a 1
degree orb. The hypothesis was validated in the pilot study. Having all the details correct: Also, the study
showed that people who did not relocate did not have the aspects. The Detailed Friendship and Family Map
shows what resources you have in a place. Rather than asking where to live, this can help you see what is
available to you to help you feel comfortable and at home where you live. Also note that some "oddballs"
want career success, artistic creativity, or inspiration more than bonding with friends and families. These
people are actually less common than one might think, but there is no one answer for everyone.
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Chapter 2 : AstroLocality Magic: A Synthesis of East and West
AstroLocality Magic by Davi Cochrane: There are several ways to determine how we function in different places. One of
the most popular is to use the relocated chart. The relocated chart is constructed by making believe you were born in the
place you are interested in.

Testimonials Huhâ€¦What an insight!!! I have been working a lot on myself in the last 5 years and I also
changed few industries in that time and what really surprised me is that all of these industries are mentioned in
the astro-report. I was questioning a lot about myself, what do I want in my life and with astro-reports and
especially prosperity report I have got an extra confirmation to pursue in the desired direction. Such an insight
have given me an much more confidence and actually clarified the values which I crave for. If you are in a
transition phase or you feel stuck right now with any part of your life, astro-reports could really open your
eyes. You will find a few gemstones in each report which will expand your perspective about yourself. I am
grateful to astro-reports and Jure for such an amazing product which he is offering to us. Thank you and Atma
Namaste! If I would have to describe these reports in one word, it would be: I get shivers reading some
chapters because it just hits home. Most importantly, it helps me embrace all the little things I used to think
was wrong about me. Not everything, but nearly all of it is a major home run. I was surprised when reading
this Astrology Reports â€” they are so precise. There is quite some material to read if you decide to get an
Advance pack and you will find a lot of helpful insights. Nastja Rijavec â€” Gorica Slovenia First, I would
like to say that Jure is very warm person and his actions are always pointed from his heart. I got the full
package report for me and all my family. The astro report has given me insight into my life and the life of my
family from different perspective. I now see my life more clearly and understand my spouse and my children
better in various circumstances. Result is more peaceful and hearted family life. I love my karmic insight
report best. I finally got some answers for question why my path is sometimes very difficult and how to handle
particular problem or situation. My eyes are seeing more colourful life because astro reports gave me more
positive view towards my life and life of my family. Pranic Healer and Intuitive soul coach â€” This is
amazing! It helped me a lot to get clarity, and it makes me smile everytime I read it. As I was not Astral
oriented at all, this surprised me a lot! How on Earth can it be so accurate!? My weaknesses, but mostly my
strength touched me: This makes me feel more confident, and this feeling helps to overcome the weaknesses!
My friends also gifted themselves with these amazing information â€” and as much as I did- they all valued it
a lot! They shed some light unto past events, possibilities the future holds and illuminated both lighter and
darker aspects of my personality and journey I have to make in this life. I was especially astouned by the
asteroids report â€” it was spot on! A great idea for everyone interested in improving themselves or as a gift
idea for your loved ones. Changing the world starts with working on yourself. Luka Southport GC, Australia I
was gifted a number of astrological reports by my friend for my birthday. I started going through one of them
casually, and things became very quickly interesting. Many past events from my younger years, especially
connected to behaviors, attitudes and tendencies became very quickly prominent. Certain issues which I am
undergoing now were mentioned in some of the reports, especially the Harmonic and Karmic reports. I am
now using the wonderful information contained in these reports to better navigate through my life and to assist
me in my decision making processes. I read it from time to time, and when I do, I feel light and childlike
satisfaction illuminating from within me at the accuracy of the reports. I also get clarity from the Cosmic
report of my daughter. It drives me to a deeper understanding and appreciation of her uniqueness, likewise
admitting my own uniqueness and therefore, how we can stay in harmony at all times, especially through our
Cosmic Compatibility Report. Another awesome report that I got was the AstroLocality Report. As a whole,
the reports are a blessing. The karmic insights report clearly told me the lessons I had to learn in this life and
what karmic theme I was carrying forward from my past life. I had struggled for a long time to understand
why I was going through certain difficult experiences. I wish I had this knowledge before. Thank you for the
gift of these insights!! I especially found myself amazed at the Harmonic insight and accuracy of transits and
recommendations day by day. I believe these in-depth reports are a powerful tool to navigate through daily life
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and avoid unnecessary drama. Instead, I gathered the courage now and patiently and realistically work to
realize them. I did Advance Pack and this Astrology reports helped me to learn about myself and to find
reasons for my behaviour. I was shocked about the precision by which astrology reports sumed up my life, my
behaviour and also some bad events that happened to me in the past. When I learned why all of this things
happened, the future suddenly felt brighter. Astrology reports gave me more optimistic approach to life in
general.
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Chapter 3 : Professional astrology reports - Astrology Reports
BOOKS: A good source that has the above materials is David's book, AstroLocality Magic and also in Kepler astrology
program. David Cochrane has a YouTube channel where you can find out lots of interesting informations, tutorials, etc,
about astrology.

Licensure The Avalon School of Astrology is licensed by the state of Florida to operate as a vocational
post-secondary school. The school facilities have met all zoning and inspection requirements. The Avalon
School of Astrology, Inc. David Cochrane is one of the founder of the Avalon School of Astrology. He is also
the main author of the Kepler, Sirius, and Pegasus program that are used by the Avalon students.. He is the
lead programmer and professional astrologer at Cosmic Patterns Software. David was born May 1, , at 4: He
still practice astrology at the present time on special cases. David began his astrology practice in He is a well
known speaker in astrological community and astrological conferences. His lectures are well attended and well
received. He is the founder Cosmic Patterns Software Inc. He received a B. David plans to continue working
on the Kepler program for many, many years. Click here to ge to know him more! David is a full-time
computer programmer for Cosmic Patterns. From to David had a full-time astrological consulting practice and
he taught astrology classes part-time in the evenings. He is a well known speaker at major astrological
conferences. He is the founder of Cosmic Patterns Software Inc. He is the author of two astrology books:
Astrology for the 21st Century and AstroLocality Magic. He will teach at The Avalon School of Astrology.
His broad knowledge and experience makes him a competent instructor in a wide variety of astrological
topics. Lee Lehman has a Ph. Lee is a partner in sheville. As part of her commitment to affordable services to
small businesses through sheville. Along with Esoteric Technologies, Lee has created two software report
writer programs written specifically for the classical astrologer: Who Wins, which captures the rules of
Bonatti for warfare for use in researching the outcome of sporting events. Her Learning with Lee cd series on
learning classical astrology methods provides timeless techniques in the latest technical format. Lee has a Ph.
She originated the Classical Studies course curriculum, which presently includes seven regular courses: She
also originated the Learning with Lee computerized cd series, which give the astrologer the opportunity to see
classical astrology in action, through an innovative combination of audio and visual presentation. She teaches
regular classes in Amsterdam. Lee was the recipient of the Marc Edmund Jones Award, the first horary
astrologer so honored. She has over 20 years of experience as a professional astrologer and over 10 years
experience in the business world. She has a very successful consulting business in Cincinnati, Ohio, and she
also teaches astrology classes in Cincinnati several times a week. She has spoken at international astrology
conferences, is an ordained minister with the Federation of Independent Unity Churches, completed two years
of undergraduate work at the University of Cincinnati, is a wife and a mother, and was very successful in
business marketing in the s. Pam is an excellent teacher and an engaging speaker who presents ideas in an
exciting, lucid, and clear manner. She brings a wealth of experience, talent, and knowledge to her clients and
to her students. We chose Pam to be on our faculty because she is an outstanding instructor, is very dedicated
to her work, and brings creative solutions and improvements to any endeavor that she undertakes. Pam will
teach about one weekend per month in the weekend schedule at The Avalon School of Astrology. Pam started
working as a professional astrologer in , worked in the corporate business world from to , and returned to her
astrological consulting practice in She has over 15 years of experience as a professional astrologer and over
10 years experience in the business world. She has spoken at international astrology conferences, is an
ordained minister with the Federation of Independent Unity Churches, completed two years of undergraduate
work at the University of Cincinnati, is a wife and mother, and was very successful in business marketing in
the s. Pam is an engaging speaker who presents ideas in an exciting, lucid, and clear manner. Fei managed
several businesses before she joined Avalon. She became the business manager of Cosmic Patterns Software
in With her management expertise, she has helped Cosmic Patterns Software evolve and develop as a thriving
international company. In addition to running the business, Fei heads the technical support staff, is the
developer of both the Avalon website and the Cosmic Patterns website. She works with graphic artists and
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negotiates all of the business operations. Fei will teach classes on website development and other computer
skills at The Avalon School of Astrology. She is a professional astrologer and has a private practice. Fei is the
President of the Avalon School of Astrology. She developed the counseling and ethics training course as well
as teach it. She trains our students to be profesional consultants. Gisele inspires the students to reach higher
levels of expertise in their astrological work. She has been working as an astrological consultant for over thirty
years with a clientele in the U. She has served on the board of the Organization of Professional Astrology and
is currently a board member for the International Society of Astrological Research. As a psychotherapist,
Gisele has been in private practice since and specializes in the treatment of depression, anxiety and trauma. A
professional astrologer and licensed psychotherapist. Gisele is also a Board member of the Organization of
Professional Astrology. Gisele has developed the curriculum material for the Psy course, Counseling Skills
and Ethics. While in London, my interest in astrology continued to consume my spare time and I received my
first consultation from Howard Sasportas. Meeting Howard set me on a path of study and much of his
interpretation and prediction has since manifested in my life. Howard insisted that I pursue the study of
astrology and I had the good fortune to be able to attend his classes at the Theosophical Lodge and elsewhere.
I was even more fortunate to be able to attend the classes of Liz Greene and Ronald Davidson in those years.
In I received an offer from a corporation in Philadelphia and was excited to be able to move to the USA. I
received instruction in meditation from an Indian Guru while living in London and my interest in Vedic India
became all consuming. Raman, the famous Indian astrologer, and sought out teachers from that tradition. I
have studied with many famous astrologers from India Dr. Sanjay has revealed many of the secrets that were
taught to him by his grandfather, a famous traditional astrologer in that part of India. Soon after meeting
Sanjay, he requested that I become a teacher at his Sri Jagannath Center in Delhi, Indian and the USA and
since that time I continue to have his close association as a student and professional colleague. One of my
specialties is medical astrology because parallel to my interest in astrology, I also pursued training in
naturopathy with a specialty in classical homeopathy and ayurveda. I also hold a M. I write articles for
international magazines on vedic astrology and have been a regular presenter at both national and international
conferences for the past ten years. He is also a faculty member of both organizations. Brendan holds an M.
Parallel to his interest in astrology, he also pursued training in naturopathy with a specialty in classical
homeopathy and ayurveda. A in Creative Writing from the University of Florida. She is also one among the
first graduates of The Avalon School of Astrology where she received the diploma in Theoretical and Applied
Cosmic Cybernetics. Her astrological education began on a whim in , when she consulted an astrologer and
walked out of the session wanting to know more. She is a founding member and Treasurer of the Association
of Young Astrologers AYA , a nonprofit organization specializing in outreach to persons new to astrology,
and a speaker at regional and national conferences. She lives in Gainesville with her husband Bill and their
two mutts, Buddha and Pearl. Michelle has a B. She is also one among the first graduate of The Avalon
School of Astrology where she received the diploma in Theoretical and Applied Cosmic Cybernetics. Katarina
has been a practicing astrologer since She was trained in Sweden as a psychotherapist where she practiced
until moving to the US in Her training in therapeutic psychological techniques and her innate sensitivity have
enabled her to guide her clients along the periodically troublesome journey of self-discovery and personal
awareness. She writes weekly and monthly columns for numerous magazines. Katarina first developed her
fascination with astrology when she had her first astrology reading in This fascination evolved into a life long
passion. To deepen her insight into the science of astrology, she obtained her Bachelor of Arts degree at
Kepler College of Astrological Arts and Sciences. These astrological consultations can provide tremendous
opportunities for personal discovery and bring deeper spiritual understanding and progress. Other Staff School
Librarian: Tany began her study of Astrology in in Fort Lauderdale, Fl. In she opened the Dania School of
Astrology in one room above the local ice cream parlour, with co-founder Josephine Sabino, who was the first
teacher she studied with in Miami. The next year they started the Astrological Association of Hollywood, and
many remember the acclaimed luncheons with famous, and not so famous, astrologers from all over the
country coming in to speak. Edie Custer was the first speaker we ever had, and it was also her first speaking
experience. Tany moved to Kailua-Kona , Hawaii in , and began teaching, and writing a column for the local
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paper until , when she returned to Florida.
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Chapter 4 : ISAR | Internationale Gesellschaft fÃ¼r Astrologische Forschung
AstroLocality Magic presents a new synthesis of several relocation methods into a new system. With unusual clarity and
simplicity, the author explains the theoretical foundations for this new system. With unusual clarity and simplicity, the
author explains the theoretical foundations for this new system.

It really confused Astrology too. Saturn was the King, the lord of time, the god of Agriculture. If the cycles of
nature were unfavorable to farmers, they figured Kronos was not pleased and tried to make him happy. Jupiter
was the Crown Prince, who had dominion over laws and ritual â€” interestingly, Zeus is called Bhrispati or
Guru in India, and is the high priest of the Devas. But these multi-faceted entities gradually became more
polarized. Saturn became a child-eating Titan, and Jupiter became a benevolent king. But the Greek myths
also portray Zeus was a shape-shifting rapist who made heroes to fight the creatures brought to life by elder
goddesses. Jupiter can expand ambition, whereas Saturn can bring patience. But Saturn can also establish
limits as fast as Jupiter tries to break them. And limits are not always an exclusively bad thing, but neither is
ambition. Today, these planetary archetypes almost always assert themselves through the stories told by
modern cinema, as they have done in literature and the spoken word since humans learned to record their
stories. There are a few excellent examples of a good Saturn and a bad Jupiter in modern movies. My favorite
is found in the Lord of the Rings series. We have Gandalf, the wise and old wizard who is kind, patient and
reclusive. Then we have Sauroman, the high wizard who will stop at nothing to achieve his aims. Guess which
is which? Gandalf did everything he could to maintain his autonomy. He would not touch the ring; just its
presence was enough for him to know what would happen if a being of his power wore it. He knew that it
must be destroyed because of its evil mojo. He returned from the depth even more powerful and more serious
about ridding Middle Earth of Sauron, the monster who was the nemesis of happiness and peace. Gandalf was
an integrated, Good Saturn. Whom he could not control, he tried to enslave. The only greater good he could
imagine was one in which he was the ruler over all. Sauron was possessed by the archetype of Bad Jupiter â€”
which is usually what happens when belief goes wrong. As a side note, no one ever played Bad Jupiter as well
as Christopher Lee. So Bad Jupiter vs, Good Saturn is a recurring theme in the movies these days, since the
industry has been trying to portray heroes and villains as more than one-dimensional characters. A lot can be
learned by binge-watching offerings on the various channels of mainstream media.
Chapter 5 : AstroLocality Magic
Author: David Cochrane David Cochrane is the founder of Cosmic Patterns Software, Inc., co-founder and curriculum
director of the Avalon School of Astrology, past board member and President of the International Society for Astroloical
Research, advisor to the National Council for Geocosmic Research, and the author of 2 astrology books.

Chapter 6 : Stargazer's Journal â€“ starlight is magic
Where in the World? Author: Erin Sullivan Price: $ AstroLocality Magic Author: David Cochrane Out of stock/ print Price:
$ In-depth volume on Astro*Carto*Graphy, including finding the best locations for specific areas of life.

Chapter 7 : The Astrology Store Locational Astrology
â‚¬â‚¬â‚¬â‚¬â‚¬â‚¬â‚¬â‚¬The AstroLocality Report uses astrological methods developed through the latter half of the
20th century, and refined through extensive research, some of which is described in the book "AstroLocality Magic".

Chapter 8 : Astro Relocation Report - Astrology Reports
Rootwork is an African-American Southern Folk-Magic Tradition, also known as hoodoo. Hoodoo is NOT voodoo.
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"HOODOO: AN AFRICAN-AMERICAN FOLK-MAGIC TRADITION "Hoodoo consists of a large body of African folkloric
practices and beliefs with a considerable admixture of American Indian botanical knowledge and European folk.

Chapter 9 : Astrology: General and Miscellaneous - Insight Books
AstroLocality Magic () David Cochrane. A Reassessment of the Mars Effect and Other Planetary Effects () David
Cochrane & Professor David Fink.
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